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Octopus suckers
number roughly
3,000 per arm.

The shell of Limacina
helicina, a sea-butterfly
species, deteriorates
under acidic conditions,
making it a reliable
indicator of ocean health.

Ice Worm
to Octopus
Alaska’s squishy lot
U

By Michael Engelhard

nlike whales, wolves, bears, moose, or salmon, invertebrates seldom make
headlines. They don’t excite tourists or trophy hunters. No one stalks
bivalves with binoculars, and being called “spineless” is offensive.
Yet this biological underclass, the vast majority of them insects,
comprises 95 percent of the world’s known animal species. A subset, mollusks—circa
80,000 kinds of snails, clams, squids, chitons, and octopuses—share an ancestor
with annelids, segmented worms. Silent, elastic, and prone to eccentricity, none of
these softies are cuddly but easily stepped on and crushed underfoot. It’s hard for
upstanding mammals to identify, let alone sympathize, with that rubbernecked bunch.
Still, many of these overlooked ones play a role in Alaska’s folklore, economy, subsistence, ecology, and even its literature.
A certain gross-out factor is undeniable. Some kids wear XTRATUFS on hot beach
outings to avoid stepping barefoot on stranded jellyfish. And consider the ice worm.
Based on a true incident, Robert Service’s The Ballad of the Ice-Worm Cocktail features a
Dawson cheechako who was handed a specialty drink to test his mettle—in fact, the
“worm” ingredient was a colored spaghetti noodle with ink spots daubed on as eyes.
Which goes to show: it takes a sourdough to relish the North’s charismatic mini-fauna.
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A Paciﬁc banana slug
in a southeast Alaska
coniferous rainforest.

Ice Worm
ROBERT SERVICE’S POEM PROVIDES tall-tale, Darwinian
details for the enigmatic critter:

In reality, the dark brown or black worms merely grow about
an inch long and wiggle to the surface of glaciers mornings and
evenings to feed on snow algae that stain slush melon-pink.
Closely related to earthworms and leeches, they are the only
annelids that spend their entire lives in glacial ice, traveling up to
10 feet per hour on crampon-like bristles. It is not known
whether they tunnel inside glaciers by discharging some kind of
chemical or by squeezing through microscopic fissures.
Found exclusively in Alaska, Washington, Oregon, and British
Columbia, ice worms require temperatures around 32 degrees
Fahrenheit to survive. Special antifreeze proteins keep them
from becoming wormsicles, and they overwinter deep inside
snow-insulated glaciers. Exposed to 40 degrees, their membranes dissolve and, like tourists on a sun deck, they melt into
goo. Migrating snow buntings and rosy finches fueling up on
Alaska ice worms could have spread their cocoons to more
southerly snowfields, genetic analyses suggest. Relics of the last
ice age, the writhing threads that inspired a Cordova festival and
the codename for a Cold War U.S. nuclear missile site in the
Greenlandic ice are one of the species most endangered by
glaciers retreating throughout the Pacific Northwest.

Sea Butterfly
ZOOM IN ON A SUBSURFACE BLIZZARD in Alaska’s waters
and you’ll find that each flake is a winged, lentil-size snail with a
translucent shell, a creature that seems to have sprung straight
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An ice worm
found in a
four-foot-deep
snowpack.

from Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights. Twin wings
that evolved from the snail’s “foot” keep these gastropods afloat
as a swarm sails along on ocean currents. The sea butterfly
species Limacina helicina also traps plankton—and juveniles of
its own kind—with its appendages by enveloping prey in a
mucus net. Seals snarf up these delicate baubles and in turn
sustain polar bears, thereby linking one of the ocean’s smallest
predators to one of its largest. Both were named in 1774 by Royal
Navy captain and explorer Constantine Phipps, without inklings
of what science has lately revealed: the sea butterfly’s keystone
position in Arctic pelagic ecosystems.
As oceans absorb more carbon dioxide from the warming
atmosphere, they turn increasingly acidic, which compromises
the sea butterfly’s ability to build its exoskeleton. “It’s basically as
if you poured acid on top of the shell,” says Nina Bednarsek, a
researcher at the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory.
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“…as no nourishment they find, to keep themselves alive
They masticate each other’s tails, till just the Tough survive.
Yet on this stern and Spartan fare so rapidly they grow,
That some attain six inches by the melting of the snow.”

Sense of Nuu, by the Haida artist Ernest Swanson.

“These changes are happening years earlier than we had
projected.”

Pacific Banana Slug
DESPISED AS GARDEN PESTS AND SYMBOLS of sloth,
banana slugs truly amaze. Though the name derives from their
commonly bright yellow hue, southeast Alaska’s Pacific banana
slugs often sport olive-green spotted with black. As decomposers, or detritivores, they recycle plant matter and scat into
humus. Feeding, they spread berry seeds and mushroom spores
and excrete nitrogen-rich fertilizer. A homemade moisturizer
prevents their dehydration, as does slipping under forest debris.
The mucus they exude is laced with chemicals that can numb
predator mouths and with pheromones that attract mates. A
different type serves as lubricant, laying down glistening rails for
the slug’s single, muscular foot.
Specimens almost a foot long and weighing a quarter pound
outmatch their housed snail brethren. Like them, they possess
two sets of telescoping tentacles: the upper, “eyestalk” pair
detects movement or light, and the lower one, chemicals. A
rasp-like tongue breaks down the slugs’ food. The sole lung ends
in a small cavity on the right side, behind the head, but they
breathe through their skin too.
There is simply no delicate way to describe slug sex. The odds
of hooking up in the Panhandle’s cavernous forests are slim—the
goods therefore have to be odd. Simultaneous hermaphrodites,
banana slugs swap sperm packages that fertilize each other’s
eggs—every slug met is a potential mate. Foreplay of a few
vicious love nips leads to full on coupling, which can last hours.
But don’t envy their stamina. Sometimes a pair curled up into a
ball cannot disengage. In that case, a stuck penis might be
chewed off and eaten. Partners thus deprived then make the
rounds as females.

puzzles, squirt water at people, recognize human faces. Some
researchers claim that they play and have roguish personalities.
Jacques Cousteau knew one that bolted from a lidded aquarium
and was caught turning pages of a book. Compressible octopus
bodies ooze through gaps slightly bigger than their brainpan and
beak, the only hard body parts. Specialized cells change color
while skin bumps create patterns that help these escape artists
blend in with their environment. Suckered arms (not “tentacles”)
discern shapes, textures, and even flavors.
The beasts sailors slandered as “devilfish” have three hearts
and blue, copper-based blood. Toxin from their saliva glands
stuns and pre-digests prey: crustaceans, snails, scallops, and
other octopuses. The web tissue between their arms opens like a
parachute to enfold mud sharks and the occasional gull. The
largest giant on record weighed about 160 pounds, with limbs
spanning 23 feet.
Small wonder Southeast Alaska’s Tlingit hunted this supersize protein package. They also treated it with utmost respect.
Cephalopods adorned masks, totem poles, ceremonial staffs,
and blankets dyed with their blue-black ink. In one clan origin
myth, a monstrous one dragged a whole camp down into its
seafloor lair. Slime lay so thick on the bay that it silenced the
paddle strokes of homecoming hunters.
Its shape-shifting skills made náakw (Tlingit for “octopus” and
“medicine”) a popular spirit helper. The parrot beak can crush a
crab to suck out the meat. Shamans similarly drew disease from
a patient, through a bone tube. Octopuses and their slippery ilk
have the power to disturb, fascinate, or otherwise affect
humans—through the magic of their alien existences.
Michael Engelhard admits to having been one of the kids who wear
rubber boots on the beach. He feels much better about invertebrates
now than he did then.
A late nineteenth-century Tlingit octopus
mask shows carved suckers on the cheeks.

Giant Pacific Octopus
EIGHT-ARMED EINSTEINS, HOUDINIS, AND HARPOS,
captive Pacific octopuses (not “octopi”) navigate mazes as easily
as they open childproof medicine bottles. They solve basic
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